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**4WD Disconnect Electric Actuator**
Protected by US Patents: 7316304, 7793767
Standard Part Numbers (other may apply): 79041, 79042, 81509, 84215, 97981, 97982

**Electromagnetic Pulse Disconnect**
Protected by US Patents: 10221900, 9915298, 9812238
Standard Part Numbers (other may apply): 102500, 103028, 108084

**Integrated Wheel End Disconnect**
Protected by US Patents: 9205738
Standard Part Numbers (other may apply): 90636, 95034, 95036, 95040, 95041, 95043, 96957, 97610, 97611

**Retention Mechanism for Vehicle Wheel Assembly**
Protected by US Patents: 6371268
Standard Part Numbers (others may apply): 65514, 71233, 94004